
4 bedroom Townhouse for sale in Arroyo de la Miel, Málaga

New Development: Before telling you about all the advantages of our product, we would like to share with you our
perception of what a work of art is. For us, a work of art is the compilation of hard work, sensations and inspiration, to
offer the receiver a message full of intention that triggers a reation and leaves him speechless. Light and colour we
have designed our villas as catalyst converters of light into colors, with impressing views towards the Mediterranean
Sea, facing the sun and a construction style where large windows that let the sunshine through are priority.
Experience and h20 Our life, just like art, should reflect the vital expericences we create. This development has been
designed to help you create your best life experience, for you and those around you. Water, as driver of experiences.
Therefore, each villa will have two pools, one of them will be an infinity pool, to enjoy during the warmer months, and
a covered one to continue relating stories immersed in the essence liquid. Material an object becomes a work of art of
the author chose the best material for its realization. We cannot present "a work of art" without paying attention to
the slightest detail, from its heart, cemented by insulated footings and continuous reinforced concrete slab, to the
facades with thermal insulation (sate system). A-WORK-OF-ART This development have been designed under the
principle of comfort-exclusivity, and they amanate design, balance and the latest trends as well as elegance and
versatility. Thoughtfully designed homes to fill with life and unique moments, ample spaces, and sea views
surreounded by a natural enviroment turn every villa into a work of art. Final units!

Price excludes purchase tax 10% VAT (IVA)

  4 bedrooms   5 bathrooms   Swimming Pool

1,390,000€

 Property marketed by Property Directors Costa del Sol, S.L.
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